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A stylish jacket for your desk cords

(June 8, 2020: Chicago & Toronto)
Today Three H launches, on NeoConnect, its new cable manager called CordJacket.
CordJacket is a new style-forward and highly functional approach to cord management.
The mechanics are ingenious and simple. All the cabling easily inserts into a specially
designed sleeve that forms a flexible conduit that’s able to bend and move, with the cables, as
height adjustable workstations move up and down. The conduit and form is created through
a proprietary configuration of semi-rigid bands inset into the inner sleeve. The sleeve wraps
around the cabling and is closed with a zipper. Because of this pre-shaped flexible form,
and the felt sleeve and zipper, it is easier to route, and to add and remove cables, than current
tractor chain or coil-style products.
CordJacket is not just mechanically evolved, it is aesthetically quite appealing.
A more fashion-oriented approach than ubiquitous plastic and metal coil spines.
The wool felt design is enhanced with a contrasting stitch that frames the clever
zipper design. The geometry at the ends resemble a jacket collar. CordJacket blends
organically into the new built environments of comfort where textures are highly
valued and prominent.
The design reflects an engineering approach, Bill Eberhardt B.A. Sc., brought to the
project. As a mechanical engineer Bill created a new methodology to the challenge of
organizing cabling that is easy to use but also works with new materials that have a
sustainable contribution.
Both the exterior jacket and interior liner are constructed of 100% wool content.
Wool is a natural, renewable resource that can be recycled at end-of-life.
Wool fibre itself is naturally bio-degradable and will easily decompose releasing
valuable nutrients into the ground. Wool is also naturally flame resistant.
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The design manages power and data cable routing from floor to under-surface on
both height adjustable and fixed workstations. The semi-rigid flexible conduit houses
up to three power cords, USB/Data cable and controls cable along a defined path.
A two-way zipper makes adding and removing cables quick and easy.
The symmetrical (non-handed) design allows multiple configurations (adjacent to left
or right leg or across the front). CordJacket accommodates height adjustable tables up
to 50” high as well as reduced heights for benching applications. It also works on fixed
height worksurfaces, conference and meeting tables.
CordJacket comes in Natural Grey (non-dyed) or Black with Red interior liner and stitching.
CordJacket is available on any Three H product or can be sold separately to fit most applications.
Designer and CordJacket photos attached.

About Three H Office Furniture
Built on a tradition of European craftsmanship combined with innovative technology,
Three H has been crafting office furniture that bridges the gap between custom and mass
for more than 40 years. Three H’s unique design process gives clients the advantage of a
tailored solution, but without the delays and high costs typically associated with going custom.
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For more information contact Alin Copil, Director of Brand & Marketing at:
416 779 2941 | a.copil@three-h.com
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